S I G N A T U R E

P R E S E N T A T I O N

DR ILLING F O R OPT IM IS M!
Tapping into our m os t v a l ua bl e na tura l res ourc e
(Can Be Performed as a Virtual Program)
ven amid a worldwide pandemic, opportunities
don’t disappear; they simply manifest in new
and different ways. Optimism is the key to
being able to recognize these opportunities when
they arise. This program examines the real power
of optimism as a currency that creates stormweathering attitudes and allows the flexibility to
identify alternate routes to success – even in this
challenging climate.
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Only the optimistic survive, and Steve delivers the
Common Sense Success Strategies necessary for
tapping into the positive reserves within each of us.
Prepare to dig deep and learn why Steve is known affectionately as the “Attitude Adjuster.”
“Faith is the intangible force that comes to the rescue
when your beliefs begin to falter.” – steve rizzo
YOUR ATTENDEES WILL LEARN HOW TO…
 SHIFT their focus and way of thinking to transform these challenging times into opportunities.
 Embrace Change while enjoying the process.
 Start each day with an unstoppable attitude to succeed regardless of their circumstances.
 Unleash the power of their “Humor Beings” throughout the day.
 Make a significant difference for your associates, customers and family.

W H AT C L I E N T S S AY
“Your presentation and subsequent coaching were met with rave reviews by our team. Your message
was refreshing, powerful and potentially life-altering while at the same time keeping everyone
laughing. This message could not have come at a better time as we navigate our personal and
professional lives within the realities of a global pandemic. Luckily, thanks to you, we are armed
with some new tools and strategies and continue to encourage our team to motivate themselves
through humor, positivity and grit. Steve, thank you for making a difference!”
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